
Noble Husband At the Door Chapter 2 

 
Grandmother hasn‟t drunk any type of tea for the previous two years. Harvey claimed with a 

worried expression as well as seemed distressed to safeguard himself, which offered 

individuals the impact that he was hiding something. 

” Oh, to make sure that‟s it.” Samuel responded, then remarked as though he had an abrupt 

realization, “You recognize that granny does not consume tea any longer, so you‟re using 

counterfeit goods to rip off an old woman like her. That 8 hundred and eighty thousand 

bucks possibly entered your own pocket.” 

There was nervousness in Harvey‟s eyes. He looked as though he had a guilty conscience 

because Samuel‟s remarks struck the nail on the head. 

Without a doubt, he purchased some low-grade tea, however he was certain he would 

certainly not be learnt due to the fact that his granny no more drank tea anymore. 

He never expected Samuel to reveal his lie when he flaunted in front of Samuel and also 

made a joke of Samuel in front of all his relatives! 

” Everything said by an item of garbage like you is nothing more than a made-up tale. What 

would a person like you find out about tea?” Harvey acted to be calm. 

After listening to that sentence, the family members that were earlier questionable of 

Harvey realized that they were almost misleaded by Samuel‟s words. 

Exactly how could he– a man who lived off a woman– understand anything regarding 

premium products? 

” Samuel, shut your mouth if you don‟t understand a point. Do not slam Harvey.” 

Claiming to be professional as well as all. Can you also differentiate what‟s good as well as 

negative?” 

” You only recognize the distinction between salt and MSG. Nevertheless, you‟re the 

household chef.” 

One more roar of laughter quickly followed and it was particularly harsh. 

Samuel did not justify himself. When he was still in the Hannigan family, he got to know a 

tea ceremony specialist that was additionally a tea cake collection agency. No one could 

equal Samuel‟s understanding of tea. 

Anyone else who was unacquainted with it would certainly know nothing, so it was useless 

to discuss it to oblivious people. 

” What‟s all this sound?” At that moment, an old voice came, and also Granny Sue lastly 

showed up. 



The crowd of family members got up one after another with a respectful attitude. 

Grandmother Sue had been in control of the family members ever since the death of 

Grandfather Sue. Her position was practically like a Queen, as well as any kind of issue 

regarding the Sue household needed to go through her. Every little thing that the Sue 

family members contended that factor was all as a result of the control that Grandma Sue 

wielded. 

 

Some people really hoped that Grandma Sue would die as quickly as feasible so they might 

share her absolute power, however she was physically solid. Those that hoped for that to 

happen may not see their wishes recognized in the coming years. 

” Granny, Harvey provided you a cake of aged Pu‟er. You can take a look on your own if it‟s 

authentic or not.” Yvonne eyed Samuel, however, for some reason she believed Samuel‟s 

words. Probably deep down, she was additionally really hoping that the lie would certainly 

be exposed. 

Harvey worried when he heard that. 

Other individuals might not have the ability to inform the authenticity of that tea, but 

Grandmother Sue had actually been consuming alcohol tea for decades. She would most 

certainly have the ability to see through it and also tell of its credibility. Was he not heading 

for the guillotine if he permitted her to have a look? 

” Truly? Let me see it,” Granny Sue stated. 

Harvey looked ravaged and looked like though he was mosting likely to an execution 

ground. He then handed the tea cake to the old woman. 

Yvonne wished to assist Samuel gain some credit rating, so she stated swiftly, “Samuel was 

the one that detected it.” 

Grandma Sue‟s face wrinkled up and also place on an unhappy look. Harvey did not intend 

to die. Even his parents‟ face faded as well. If it truly was a fake, the old lady would certainly 

make a note of that miserable incident. It was likely that they would get a lesser share in the 

family‟s assets following time. 

Yvonne eyed Samuel and assumed that he had finally flattered the household. If Granny Sue 

commended him, she would certainly be a little kinder toward him in the future. 

Grandmother Sue‟s words put a container of cool water on Yvonne. 

” This is genuine. Why are you tarnishing Harvey?” the old lady asked Samuel straight. 

Samuel was surprised. There was obviously something wrong with that said cake of tea. He 

knew that the old woman was an individual who recognized tea effectively, so just how 

could she not see it? 

Harvey was shocked as well. Did he pass that difficulty accidentally? Was it due to the fact 

that his grandmother was also old and her vision was getting negative? 



 

” Grandmother, take a closer look. This tea … “ 

Samuel still wished to explain when the old woman disturbed him greatly, “Are you 

recommending that I‟m old and my eyes aren‟t excellent? And that I can not tell what‟s real 

and what‟s fake? I stated it‟s actual, so it‟s real. “ 

” Samuel, grandma currently claimed it‟s real. What nonsense are you discussing, Samuel?” 

” Don‟t get angry, Mama. Samuel is somebody that does not comprehend anything. He 

simply pretends to be an expert before you. 

” Samuel, aren‟t you going to say sorry to Harvey?” 

Samuel took a look at the old woman with a wry smile on his face. 

It was not that she did not see it, but she merely did not want to expose her grandson. 

„ Yes, I‟m just an outsider. A good-for-nothing in your eyes. Exactly how could you hurt 

Harvey‟s online reputation as a result of me?‟ 

Put! 

A loud slap was listened to. 

Yvonne gritted her teeth, checked out Samuel, and stated, “I shouldn‟t have had any type of 

expect you.” 

There was a fiery pain on his face, and since Yvonne had long nails, Samuel had numerous 

blood marks spotted on his face. 

Samuel clinched his fists abruptly but unwinded them when he saw Yvonne‟s teary look. 

Did she not experience all that embarrassment because of him? There was no factor to be 

angry with her. 

He withstood a lot of notoriety and humiliation in the past 3 years and Yvonne was no 

various. 

It might be challenge for him, however it was genuinely an unwanted catastrophe for 

Yvonne. 

” Sorry. I saw incorrectly,” Samuel claimed. 

Yvonne felt that Samuel had humiliated her thoroughly and also she desired absolutely 

nothing more than to locate a place to crawl in as well as hide. Points would not have been 

so unpleasant had he not spoken in any way. 

” What‟s the use of saying sorry to me? Ask forgiveness to Harvey,” Yvonne said. 

Samuel took a deep breath, strolled to Harvey, after that lowered his head, and also claimed, 

“I‟m sorry.” 

Harvey smiled as well as whispered in Samuel‟s ear, “Do you believe Grandma really did not 

find the tea? I‟m her grandson besides and also you‟re just a worthless son-in-law. She‟ll still 

agree me even if it‟s fake.” 



Harvey‟s honored tone was particularly extreme for Samuel, however given that the old lady 

turned the fact and chose that the tea cakes were genuine, Samuel could refrain from doing 

anything concerning it. 

That episode did not lower Samuel‟s condition in the Sue household given that he was 

garbage in everyone‟s eyes anyhow as well as his standing was currently the most 

affordable. 

For Yvonne nevertheless, the matter was really difficult to accept, but what she discovered 

hardest to accept was not that Samuel shamed her. 

She uncovered a trouble when she finally cooled down. The tea‟s credibility was not 

important in any way. One of the most important thing was that the old woman would 

never represent Samuel, which meant that she would still shield Harvey although the tea 

was phony and also Samuel actually did observe glitch. 

When it was almost time for lunch, Yvonne stalked Samuel as well as stated, “I owe you a 

put. You can declare it anytime you desire.” 

” You wish to provide me that put?” Samuel grinned bitterly. 

” I don‟t wish to owe you anything. You recognize that we‟re destined to be separated. It‟s 

only an issue of time,” Yvonne claimed. 

Samuel checked out Yvonne‟s silhouette as she strolled towards the dining establishment. 

He had no concept where his courage originated from, however he stated, “Do you want me 

to alter? You‟re the only one in this globe that can make me change.” 

Yvonne smiled and transformed her head. She was smiling desolately. 

” Do not neglect your standing in the Sue family. You‟ll never ever get a vital position below. 

It‟s not like you‟re somebody that has unknown talent.” 

Every person was seated according to their households in the restaurant. 

Samuel, with his standing as a live-in son-in-law, was naturally appointed to the smallest 

table. It was additionally the furthest far from Granny Sue, as well as individuals with him at 

the same table were all servants and also cleansers of the Sue household. 

As they were eating, somebody ran into the restaurant in a panic. 

“Granny, someone‟s coming to provide you with gifts,” the individual claimed to the 

Grandma Sue. 

Grandmother Sue did not welcome outsiders for her birthday and that had actually held 

true throughout the years. The Sue family members was only a low-grade family members 

in Cloud City, so no one would intentionally come to curry favor with them. 

“That is it?” Grandmother Sue asked. 

“It‟s from some Hannigan family members. I‟ve no idea. I have actually never ever seen them 

before either,” the person said. 



Hannigan family? 

The only individual with the last name Hannigan was Samuel, yet except for Yvonne– that 

dipped into at Samuel– the others did not associate the surname Hannigan with Samuel 

whatsoever. 

 


